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Tips for Sharing the Road
With Snowplows

ND 511 Travel
Information

ŸStay back at least five car lengths behind the
plow, far from the snowfog; snowplow operators
will pull over when it is safe to do so to allow
traffic build-up to pass.

ND 511 is a free phone service motorists can use
to access information needed to travel safely.

ŸStay alert as snowplows turn or exit frequently
and often with little warning. They may also
travel over centerlines or partially into traffic to
further improve road conditions.
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Instructions on Using 511

ŸKnow where the snowplow is on multi-lane
roadways. The snowplow could be in either lane
or on the shoulder.

ŸCall 511 (listen for instructions)
ŸSelect route
ŸSelect road segment for road information

ŸBe extremely cautious when passing a snowplow. They can be moved sideways by snow
drifts and hard snow pack.
ŸNever drive through “white-outs” or “snowfog” caused by cross winds or plowing snow.
Wait until you can see.
ŸWatch for plow trucks on interstate ramps and
“authorized vehicle only” cross-overs.

ŸBe patient and remember that snowplows are
working to improve road conditions for your trip.

Snowplows have poor visibility to the rear and
blind spots at the rear, both sides, and at mirror
and door positions. Remember to stay out of the
plow’s NO ZONE. It could save your life!

> Winter road conditions
> Weather forecast information
> Workzone information

ŸSlow down and drive according to the
conditions. Most winter crashes are caused by
driving too fast for conditions. Snowplows
typically move at slower speeds.

ŸTurn on your head lights as this will increase
your visibility to other motorists and snowplow
operators. Remove snow from your vehicle that
could cover your tail lights.

STAY BACK - STAY ALIVE

ŸService is available from any phone 24 hours a
day.
ŸReceive timely updates on:

ŸDon’t assume you will have good traction
because the road looks sanded. The sand can
sink into the snow pack leaving a slick surface.
ŸNever use cruise control on wet or icy
roadways.

It’s that simple!
Travel information is also available on
the NDDOT Web site!
ŸRoad conditions
ŸWorkzones
ŸLoad restrictions
ŸLocation-specific 24-hour weather forecasts
ŸNational Weather Service radar images
ŸWinter travel tips
ŸIncidents
ŸWarnings
ŸCamera images

To access this information...
ŸGo to www.dot.nd.gov and
ŸScroll down to Travel and
click on “more travel...”

